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Lesson – 9 : Decimals 

Topics to be covered: 

• Definition and Introduction of Decimals. 

• Introduction of tenth, hundredth and thousandth                                         

• Converting a Fraction into Decimal 

• Converting Decimal into Fraction 

• Decimal places and place value of decimals 

• Equivalent Decimals 

• Like  and Unlike Decimals 

• Comparison and ordering of Decimals         

• Steps to add, subtract , multiplication and division of Decimal numbers 

• Statement sums 

• Rounding off to the nearest tenth and hundredth and the basic operations. 

• Mind Map 

Definition and Introduction of Decimals: 

• Decimal comes from the Latin word decimus, meaning tenth, from the root word 

decem meaning ten.     

• A decimal is another way of expressing a fraction.  

Instead of writing   
 1

2
  , for example, you can express the fraction as 

the decimal 0.5,  

Where the 0 is in the ones place and the 5 is in the tenths place. 

 

The dot or the point between the two digits is called the decimal point. 

0.5 is read as zero point five. 

 

Tenth , Hundredth and thousandth :In a place value table on moving a digit 

from the right to left by one place, its place value becomes ten times. 

Similarly, on moving a digit from the left to right by one place, its place value 

becomes one- tenth and by two places, its place value becomes one- hundredth 



One – tenth is also written as 
1

10
 or 0.1 

One – hundredth is also written as 
1

100
 or 0.01 

One – thousandth is also written as 
1

1000
 or 0.001 

 

 
𝟏

𝟏𝟎
 or 0.1 is a division of a unit into ten equal parts 

 
𝟏

𝟏𝟎𝟎
 or 0.01 is a division of a unit into hundred equal parts 

 
𝟏

𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎
 or 0.001 is a division of a unit into thousand equal parts 

 

Examples   
9

10
= 0.9  ,   

𝟐𝟑

𝟏𝟎𝟎
= 𝟎. 𝟐𝟑,   

𝟏𝟕𝟖

𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎
= 𝟎. 𝟏𝟕𝟖 

   

 

  



SUBJECT : SCIENCE 

Lesson 5: OUR NERVOUS SYSTEM 

Note:  Copy the word pile from Text book pg No.68. to your C.W notebook before writing Q / As in 

C.W 

Question and Answers 

Q1: Name the parts of the Human Nervous System. 

A1: The Human Nervous system consists of the brain, spinal cord and the nerves. 

Q2: Explain the parts of the brain. State the functions of each part. 

A2: The brain has three parts : 

i) Cerebrum: helps us to think, remember, learn, see, hear, taste and so on. 

ii) Cerebellum: helps us to maintain our balance and muscle coordination. 

iii) Medulla: controls the heartbeat, breathing movements and working of other 

internal organs. 

Q3: Briefly describe the structure of a neuron. Support your answer with a diagram. 

A3: Neuron has a cell body. Small branches called dendrites extend short distances from 

the cell body. From the cell body arises a long branch called axon that makes 

connection with dendrites of other neurons. 

      Note: Draw the diagram for the structure of the neuron from textbook pg no: 63. 

Q4: what are mixed nerves? 

A4: Mixed nerves carry impulses from sense organs to the brain and spinal cord. They 

also convey messages from the brain and spinal cord to the muscles or glands.  

Q5: How do eyes help us to see? 

A5: Light passes from an object through the transparent cornea. It enters the pupil. The 

lens behind the pupil helps to focus on the object. The light rays fall on the retina 

and form an inverted image of the object. The image is sent to the brain through the 

optic nerves. The brain processes the image enabling you to see it as right side up. 

Q6: How does the nose helps us to smell? 

A6: In the upper part of our nose there are nerve endings called olfactory nerves. They 

carry the message of smell to the brain and we are able to identify an object by its 

smell. 



Q7: what are taste buds? Where are they located? 

A7: The nerve cells present in each taste bud identify the four major tastes and send the 

signals to the brain. The brain interprets the taste of the food. 

Q8: List the functions of the skin. 

A8: The skin protects the inside of the body from germs, dirt, and so on. It helps to 

detect and feel pain, pressure, heat, and cold. Tiny pores present on the skin allow 

sweat to come out of the body, thus cleaning the body. 

Q9: List the ways by which we can take care of our eyes. 

A9: care of the eyes: 

i)  Do not read in dim or very bright light. 

ii) Do not lie down and read, do not read in a moving vehicle. 

iii) Wash the eyes gently with water 2-3 times in a day to remove dust. 

iv) Do not rub eyes harshly. 

v) Do not sit in front of the TV or computer for long hours. 

 

Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS): 

 

1. Why does food not taste good when you have a cold? 

Ans: The sense of smell and taste are linked together. So, when we get cold our nose 

remains blocked and we are not able to smell the food properly. 

2. While playing cricket, why should a batsman wear a helmet? 

Ans:  Helmet protects the head of the batsman. It prevents the ball from hitting the 

skull and causing injury. 

    

  



   Mindmap  

                              Nervous System 

         Brain                                     Spinal Cord                        Nerves 

Cerebrum   cerebellum  medulla oblongata     controls reflex actions    nerve cells or 

neurons 

Helps to         Helps in  Helps in  The sense organs        sensory nerves 

Learn       balancing the controlling the The eyes         Motor nerves 

Speak       body  the Heart beat The ears         Mixed nerves 

Feel.       The nose 

        The tongue 

        The skin 

 

    

   

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



                               
Subject: English                                                                                                         

(  Note – Pease, write very neatly without mistakes to avoid double work of writing  ) 

Lesson 9 – On A Different Track 

Hard Words 

1. Engine 

2. passenger     

3. tremendously 

4. fortunately 

5. chocolate 

6. entertainment 

7. imagination 

8. impressive 

9. achievement 

10. spectacular 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 

1. Which was the first ever passenger train? 

Ans. The first ever passenger train in England travelled between Stockton             

and Darlington.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

2. Which was the first train in India? How was it steamed off? 

Ans. In India, the first train steamed off with a twenty-one- gun salute on 16 April 

1853.With fourteen railway carriages and four hundred guests, the train set off 

from Bombay’s Bori Bunder to Thane. It was hauled by three locomotives- Sindh, 

Sultan and Sahib. 

3. X 

4. What had prompted the journey of the train on the Indian subcontinent? 

Ans. It was cotton trade that prompted the journey of the first ever train on the 

Indian subcontinent. 

      5. Describe the ride on the Nilgiri Mountain Railway line a challenges? 

Ans. The train is charming blue and cream with wooden coaches and large 

windows that open to some amazing scenery. The train makes a 46- kilometer- 

long journey to connect Mettupalayam on the foothills to Ooty. The train moves 

so slowly that one can easily walk or run along with it. 

 

 



6. X 

7. What is the ride on the Thomas train like? 

Ans. The Thomas Train tours all over America, offering edutainment for children. 

Thomas is a tank engine, painted blue with red lining and displays the number 

“one” on its side. Thomas, a fictional steam locomotive, was created by the 

Reverend Wilbert Awdry in” The Railway Stories” books. Actually he wrote this 

book for his son, Christopher. The book was later made into a television serial and 

Thomas became a real life character. 

 

Value Based Question and Answer 

1. In today’s fast life, people prefer to fly to their destinations rather than take a 

train. In what ways is a train journey preferable to an air journey? Ans. The 

train journey especially the vintage trains offer a sense of excitement because 

we get a chance of watching beautiful fascinating sceneries pass by through 

the window. We get to meet new people sharing the same compartment as 

ours. Some become very good friends by the end of the journey. And also train 

tickets are much more cheaper than flight tickets, especially when travelling 

with the entire family. Thus people prefer train journeys over air journeys. 

 

 

 


